From Charles de Gaulle Airport to Versailles city centre

- From Charles de Gaulle Airport to « Versailles Château / Rive gauche » train station

  RER B  
  Direction : Massy Palaiseau/Saint-Rémy-Lès-Chevreuse  

  RER C  
  Direction : Versailles Château / Rive gauche  

  ![Diagram](image)

- From Charles de Gaulle Airport to « Versailles Rive Droite » train station

  RER B  
  Direction : Saint-Rémy-Lès-Chevreuse  

  RER A  
  Direction : Cergy le Haut / La Défense  

  Transilien Ligne L  
  Direction : Versailles Rive droite  

  ![Diagram](image)
How to come to the Welcome at « Le Potager du Roi »?
If you come from Paris, the nearest strain stations are « Versailles Château Rive Gauche » or « Versailles Chantiers ».

From the station « Versailles Château Rive Gauche »

![Map of the area around Le Potager du Roi](image)
From the station “Versailles Chantiers”
From Paris to the Versailles University (UVSQ) campus

The nearest train station from Versailles University (UVSQ, UFR Sciences) is “Montreuil” in Versailles. Be careful not to confuse with Montreuil city in the east of Paris region! Note that Versailles city is accessible by 3 different lines from Paris:

-Transilien train from Gare St Lazare (arrival: Montreuil station or Versailles Rive Droite))

-RER C from Invalides or Saint Michel Notre Dame (arrival : Versailles Château-Rive Gauche)

-Transilien train from Gare Montparnasse (arrival: Versailles Chantiers)

Note that Versailles University is accessible by Phebus line R (bus unavailable on Sundays) from the two nearest train stations Montreuil and Versailles Chantiers. Versailles University is also accessible by Phebus lines E, F, O and Y. You can purchase the bus ticket at the driver with cash, or use a metro ticket.

- Coming to University (UFR Sciences, UVSQ) from the Versailles train stations

- By walk 10 min from Montreuil station
  (from Paris St-Lazare → Versailles Rive Droite)
  Bus is also possible (Line R)

Coming to the University from Montreuil station
(trains arriving from Paris Saint Lazare)
- By bus (Line R) from Versailles-Chantiers station
(from Paris Montparnasse → Versailles Chantiers)
• Coming to the University from Versailles Château-Rive Gauche station (trains arriving from Paris with RER C)

At Versailles Château-Rive Gauche station, take the bus (Phébus) Line D, direction « Viroflay Rive Gauche », stop at “États-Unis Université” station, continue on foot.
Or take the bus (Phébus) Line F, direction « Gare de Vaucresson », stop at “République États-Unis” or “Université” station.